A study was performed to investigate the potential impacts of the cloud-masking capability of the advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) on board the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) polar orbiting satellites because of the addition of the 1.6 µm channel (ch3a) and the removal of the 3.75 µm channel (ch3b) during daylight operation. Both channels are measured by the AVHRR, but only one is available in the data stream. Because the AVHRR presents the longest time series of global imager data, this change could impact a critical source of climate data. Specifically, changes in its cloud-masking capability may introduce a discontinuity in its derived clear-sky data records. To study the relative cloud-detection capabilities of the AVHRR with ch3a or ch3b, data from the moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) on the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) TERRA mission was used because it offers ch3a, ch3b, and the other AVHRR channels simultaneously. The MODIS data analysis indicated that ch3b offered more capability in separating cloud from snow. Cloud-masking results with ch3a and ch3b were comparable with respect to the separation of cloud from aerosol and the detection of cloud over a desert scene. Although these results are preliminary and based on a limited analysis, they do indicate that the switch from ch3b to ch3a may have significant impacts on the cloud-detection capability of the AVHRR.
Introduction
One of the most important sources of global imager data is and has been that from the advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) flown on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) polar orbiting satellites. Since the inclusion of the 12.0 µm channel in 1981, the AVHRR has offered five channels with nominal central wavelengths of 0.63, 0.86, 3.75, 10.8, and 12 .0 µm. Beginning with the NOAA-15 satellite launched in 1998, the AVHRR has a sixth channel with a central wavelength of 1.6 µm. Owing to limitations in data transfer, the satellite can only transmit five of the six channels. NOAA has denoted the 1.6 µm channel as 3a (ch3a) and the 3.75 µm channel as 3b (ch3b), since both will share the channel 3 position in the AVHRR datasets. The decision was made to alternate between ch3a and ch3b depending on a predetermined set of conditions. The motivation for this study was to offer quantitative evidence to NOAA to help predict the impact of the decision to select ch3a over ch3b for daytime operation. Ch3a was turned on during daylight operation for all NOAA-16 and NOAA-17 AVHRR data before 1 May 2003.
After 1 May 2003, ch3a is available only from the NOAA-17 AVHRR. Ch3b is always on for NOAA-15, which flies in an early morning orbit. For this study, the remaining AVHRR channels are referred to as ch1, ch2, ch4, and ch5. In referring to brightness temperatures from the infrared channels, the labels T 3b , T 4 , and T 5 are used. Note that, in this paper, some commonly used channel combinations are represented using the following notation. The brightness temperature difference between ch3b and ch5 is referred to as T 3b -T 5 . Unless stated otherwise, ch1, ch2, and ch3a always refer to the value of the reflectance. The ratio of the channel 3b reflectance to the channel 1 reflectance is noted as ch3b/ch1. This change in channel configuration represents the largest change to the AVHRR data record in 20 years. Because the AVHRR currently provides an important source of satellite imager data for climate studies, any change in this dataset could potentially introduce discontinuities in its derived climate records. Although ch3b has never been seriously exploited for vegetation studies and has been plagued by noise to varying degrees for very cold scenes, ch3b has been an effective source of data for cloud, fire, snow, and surface temperature studies. Both of these channels significantly influence the cloudmasking abilities, however, and therefore potentially impact the quality of products from the AVHRR. The utility of the AVHRR data record for climate studies has been demonstrated by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) -NOAA AVHRR Pathfinder Programs (Stowe et al., 2002; Jacobowitz et al., 2003) .
The main reason for adding ch3a to the AVHRR was to improve the snow-detection ability (Goodrum et al., 2000) . Like ch1 and ch2 of the AVHRR, ch3a observations consist of solar reflectance with a minimal thermal component. Unlike ch1 and ch2, however, snow and ice absorb solar radiation substantially in ch3a (Hillger, 1999) . Although they differ significantly in spectral coverage, the transfer of radiation in ch3a and ch3b shares several important properties. For example, ch3a and ch3b both exhibit a significant amount of absorption for snow and ice. In addition, both channels exhibit cloud particle size dependent absorption and can be used for retrieving cloud particle size. (Kriebel et al., 2003) . Ch3b differs from ch3a in that it also includes a significant thermal component to its observed radiance. The emission of ch3b has a highly nonlinear dependence on scene temperature that allows for the detection of fires and aids in its cloud-detection capabilities.
The goal of this paper is to explore the relative merits of each channel in the context of the AVHRR for detection of cloudiness in regions where ch3b has been known to be a critical component of AVHRR cloud-mask algorithms. With the launch of the NASA moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) on the Earth observing system (EOS) TERRA mission, an imager with spatial and orbital characteristics similar to those of the AVHRR is available that offers both channels with similar central wavelengths. MODIS data will be used to simulate the AVHRR in both configurations. In this study, we use MODIS channels 1, 2, 6, 20, 31, and 32 to simulate AVHRR channels 1, 2, 3a, 3b, 4, and 5, respectively. The central wavelengths of the six MODIS channels are 0. 646, 0.857, 1.63, 3.79, 11.0, and 12 .0 µm. The central wavelengths of the six AVHRR channels are 0. 630, 0.862, 1.61, 3.74, 10.8, and 12 .0 µm. Although the spectral bandpasses vary between the instruments, with MODIS offering more spectrally narrow channels, the fact that these channels fall into atmospheric windows causes the sensitivity of the cloud-masking performance to the details of the channel response functions to be minimal. Detailed analysis of the differences between ch1, ch2, and ch3a for AVHRR and MODIS is given by Heidinger et al. (2002) . Using MODIS allows cloud-mask results using both channel configurations to be compared directly.
Computation of the ch3b reflectance
In many applications, the solar-reflectance component of ch3b is estimated and used as an additional reflectance channel of the AVHRR. One of these applications is cloud masking. To derive an estimate of the solar-reflected component of the ch3b observation, the thermal component must be estimated and subtracted. Several methodologies exist for doing this (Baum and Trepte, 1999; Miller, 2001) . These methods typically involve the estimation of the thermal component of the ch3b signal using T 4 and (or) T 5 . A ch3b-derived reflectance therefore contains the same information as the T 3b -T 5 brightness temperature difference. Results will demonstrate later that the two observations are complementary and offer different sensitivities to certain cloud types. The methodology applied here is consistent with that used by NOAA Clouds from AVHRR Phase 1 (CLAVR-1) cloud mask and is derived from clear ocean nighttime cases (Stowe et al., 1999) . The CLAVR-1 method involves estimating the value of T 3b without any solar contribution from T 4 and T 5 . The relation from the emissiononly T 3b is derived from nighttime measurements over the ocean known to be clear. This formulation therefore implicitly accounts for water vapor absorption effects but also assumes a near-black surface for ch3b, ch4, and ch5. For surfaces, such as deserts, whose surface emissivity in ch3b, ch4, and ch5 differs from that of an ocean surface, the derived ch3b reflectance may be in error for pixels that are clear or contain optically thin cloud. For optically thick cloud, the derived ch3b reflectance may also be in error for the same reason. This study is focused on the relative behavior of the ch3b reflectance compared with the ch3a reflectance, however, and this absolute uncertainty offers no impediment to the analysis. The effect of this uncertainty is accounted for when appropriate thresholds for the ch3b reflectance are derived for cloud masking.
Clouds from the AVHRR cloud mask
The cloud mask used in this study is a newer version of the Clouds from the AVHRR cloud mask originally developed by Stowe et al. (1999) . The original version does not contain a true snow-detection scheme, nor does it contain the modifications necessary to process AVHRR data that include ch3a. The version of the cloud mask used is the cloud mask from the experimental CLAVR cloud processing system (CLAVR-x) discussed in Heidinger et al. (2002) . To review, the CLAVR cloud mask is a series of multispectral pixel-level cloud tests. CLAVR also contains reflectance and brightness temperature uniformity tests applied to 2 pixel × 2 pixel arrays. For a pixel to be clear it must fail all cloud tests and pass the uniformity tests. For a pixel to be cloudy, it must pass at least one test and meet spatial uniformity requirements. The cloud tests in CLAVR are set such that minimal numbers of clear pixels should pass it when applied globally. Restoral tests are used in situations where some cloud tests are known to fail, such as the case of reflectance tests over snow and ice surfaces. For the analyses presented here, only the pure clear and pure cloudy pixels are used. The pixels that fail the required spatial uniformity tests for the clear and cloudy classes were classified as "mixed" in the original CLAVR-1 mask, and that designation is used here. The mixed pixels are not used in constructing the clear and cloudy radiance distributions shown later.
One of the most fundamental limits of the utility of imager data is its cloud-mask capability. For example, the success of the AVHRR single-channel aerosol optical thickness product is due not only to the accuracy of the sensor calibration and the aerosol algorithm, but also to the ability of the cloud mask to limit cloud contamination. In the cloud mask used by NOAA for the aerosol product, ch3b has been found to be crucial to separate pixels that have significant amounts of aerosol from pixels containing optically thin or subpixel cloudiness. Ch3a greatly improves the amount of aerosol information that can be extracted from AVHRR data. For example, using ch3a in AVHRR aerosol retrievals allows for better estimation of aerosol size (Ignatov and Stowe, 2000) . The benefit of this added aerosol information could be lost, however, if the cloudmasking ability degrades when ch3a is used instead of ch3b for cloud masking.
Methodology
To quantify the relative merits of ch3a versus ch3b for cloud detection, the overlap between the clear and cloudy distributions of specific channel observations are used. The channel observations selected for this analysis are those with a heritage of being used in cloud-detection algorithms. The assumption inherent in this analysis is that the more the overlap between the clear and cloudy distributions of a particular observation, the less useful is that observation for unambiguous cloud detection. Overlap in this study is defined as the percentage of the cloudy pixels with a value of an observation that also occurs within the clear distribution. To limit the sensitivity of the overlap computation to errors in cloud-clear detection, the lowest and highest 1% of distributions was excluded when computing the overlap. As discussed in the next sections, the difficulty lies in obtaining appropriate clear and cloudy distributions. In determining the clear and cloudy distributions, care must be exercised to avoid using the observations being tested to derive the distributions. For example, if a cloud mask uses a threshold on the ch3a reflectance to determine the presence of cloud and this cloud mask is used to derive clear and cloudy ch3a distributions, the analysis will falsely report no overlap in the ch3a distributions.
In this paper, we explore the relative merits of ch3a and ch3b in terms of cloud masking for three scenarios where ch3a and ch3b offer critical information for cloud detection with AVHRR. These scenarios include snow-cloud discrimination, aerosol-cloud discrimination, and detection of cloud over desert. Because the detection of snow was the main reason for the switch to ch3a from ch3b, we present the most analysis for the first scene, which contains clouds over snow and ice. Although the overlap derived from just three MODIS 5 min granules is not a definitive statement, we believe these results are sufficient to demonstrate the issues controlling the relative merits of ch3a and ch3b for AVHRR cloud detection. The particular scenes and their dates and times are given in Table 1 .
Detection of cloud over snow
The largest motivating factor to include ch3a in the AVHRR was the desire to improve the global snow-detection capability from the NOAA polar-orbiting satellites (Goodrum et al., 2000) . The discrimination of snow from cloud is a critical capability of any imager-based cloud mask that is applied where snow and sea ice are present. Misclassification of cloudy pixels as snow will produce erroneous snow maps and false measurements of ice temperature and ice reflectance. Treating snowy pixels as cloud can have similarly unfavorable results on the inferred cloud properties. To highlight the difficulty in discriminating snow from cloud, a high-latitude scene from MODIS TERRA is analyzed. Figure 1 shows an image of the ch1 reflectance of the chosen scene.
In this image, Greenland is in the upper right-hand corner, with Baffin Bay in the center and Baffin Island in the lower lefthand corner. This scene was selected for the analysis because it includes a variety of conditions denoted in Figure 1 as follows: clear and cloudy regions over the Greenland Ice Sheet, an expansive cirrus cloud, sea ice without cloud, sea ice obscured by cloud, and partially snow covered land with and without cloud. As Figure 1 shows, cloud and snow can clearly exhibit similar reflectance values and are difficult to separate from visible imagery alone. In addition, the Greenland Ice Sheet can possess extremely cold surface temperatures and strong atmospheric temperature inversions that can complicate the application of many of the thermal cloud tests. Note that ch3a is a reflectance channel and as such is not available during the polar winter when cloud detection becomes extremely difficult.
For the reasons given previously, NOAA added ch3a to aid in detecting snow. As mentioned earlier, snow, ice, and cloud ice particles absorb much more than cloud liquid water particles. Figure 2 shows the ch3a reflectance image for this scene. The striping due to faulty detectors on MODIS TERRA for this channel has been accounted for in this version of the MODIS radiance data by interpolating data from working detectors. Comparison of Figures 1 and 2 confirms that liquid clouds can be clearly separated from snow and ice in ch3a. This channel shows a cloud over Greenland and a line of clouds over Baffin Bay that were difficult to discern in the ch1 image.
The ch3b reflectance image (Figure 3) shows a similar pattern, with some clouds, presumably in the liquid phase, being much brighter than the snow. As stated earlier, the ch3b reflectance is an estimated quantity that is artificially elevated for thin clouds because the method used to derive the ch3b reflectance assumes a black surface. For an optically thin cloud, the radiation transmitted from the surface through the cloud elevates the derived ch3b reflectance. In addition, the snow-ice absorption in ch3b is much stronger than that in ch3a. For these reasons, some clouds in this scene, such as the cloud over Greenland, show a higher contrast with the snow surface than in ch3a. As mentioned earlier, the difference in the emissivity between ch3b and ch5 and the nonlinearity of the ch3b Planck function can produce large values of T 3b -T 5 for cold and semitransparent cloud. This appears to be the case for the arctic scene as indicated in Figure 4 . For example, the thin cirrus in the lower left-hand corner is clearly evident in Figure 4 but not in Figures 1-3 . More importantly, the large mass of ice cloud, presumably cirrus, in the lower right corner is clearly revealed as cloud in Figure 4 . In Figures 2 and 3 , the reflectances observed for this large ice cloud are similar to those seen over the Greenland Ice Sheet and Baffin Island.
From the images described earlier, ch3b (either as a derived reflectance or in brightness temperature difference) seems to visually offer more capability to separate cloud from snow. As stated earlier, the premise is as follows: the less the overlap between the clear-snow and cloudy distributions for any one observation, the more useful that observation is for separating snowy pixels from cloudy pixels. To derive the snowy observations, the pixels classified as snow using the snowdetection algorithm within the MODIS cloud mask are used. The MODIS cloud mask uses a snow-detection algorithm that closely follows the algorithm used to produce the 500 m MODIS snow product (Hall et al., 2001 ). Because we are dealing with data at a resolution of 1 km, we chose to use the 1 km snow mask embedded in the MODIS cloud-mask product. Visual inspection between the two snow masks revealed little difference. Figure 5 shows the pixels classified as clear snow or ice.
Because the most difficult part of this analysis is the derivation of the clear and cloudy distributions, two methods are employed to derive the distributions from the cloudy pixels. The first method used the MODIS cloud mask directly. The MODIS cloud mask is a multispectral algorithm used to classify each MODIS pixel into four different classes representing differing probabilities of being clear (Ackerman et al., 2002) . For this analysis, only pixels with the least confidence of being clear are used as cloudy. The problem with the MODIS cloud mask is that it uses its own thresholds on ch3b (actually 3.9 µm) to detect cloud. Currently, the MODIS cloud mask does not use ch3a except for deriving the snow mask discussed previously. These thresholds on ch3a and ch3b may artificially limit the derived overlap. Therefore a second method was also employed to detect cloudy pixels. This second method consisted of applying the CLAVR-x mask to the comparable MODIS channels but turning off those tests that use ch3a or ch3b. For both the MODIS and CLAVR-x cloudy pixels, the MODIS snow product was used and no snowy pixel was allowed to be cloudy. Figure 5 shows the resulting snow and cloud mask using the MODIS cloud and snow masks. The CLAVR-x cloud mask is very similar in appearance to the MODIS cloud mask but produced about 30% fewer cloudy pixels due in part to the additional requirement of spatial uniformity for cloudy pixels in the CLAVR-x cloud mask. Only about 1% of the cloudy pixels from the CLAVR-x mask were not classified as cloudy in the MODIS cloud mask. For this analysis, failure to classify a pixel as snow or cloud is not a problem, but misclassification of a snowy or cloudy pixel is a problem. Therefore, even though the CLAVR-x mask missed detecting some cloud relative to the MODIS cloud mask, as long as it did not falsely identify snow as cloud, this analysis is valid. Because the MODIS snow mask was used in both comparisons, the false detection of snowy pixels as cloudy pixels is minimized. Figure 6 shows the snow and cloud distributions for several observations known to be useful for cloud detection over snow. In the legends in Figure 6 are listed the amounts of overlap for each cloudy distribution as a percentage of the total number of cloudy pixels within that distribution. Results are presented using both the MODIS and CLAVR-x cloud masks. In general, the results from the two masks agree qualitatively but the overlap estimates from the MODIS mask are higher. Since this is a study in relative performance, the lack of quantitative agreement of the overlap computations between the two masks is not troubling. In Figure 6 , the solid line shows the clear distribution, the dashed line shows the cloudy distribution derived from the MODIS cloud mask, and the dotted line shows the distribution from the cloudy distribution derived from the CLAVR-x cloud mask. The observations used in this analysis are ch3a, the ch3b-derived reflectance, the normalized difference snow index (NDSI), and T 3b -T 5 . The NDSI shown here is the ratio of ch1 -ch3a to ch1 + ch3a. The MODIS snowdetection algorithm uses a similar ratio but substitutes the 0.55 µm channel for ch1 (Hall et al., 2001) .
The results in Figure 6 show that the computed overlap is greatest for the NDSI distribution and least for the T 3b -T 5 distributions. The results for the ch3a-and ch3b-derived reflectances fall in between, with the ch3a overlap being somewhat less using both cloud masks. For this scene, at least, the overlap in T 3b -T 5 is much less than that of any other observation, indicating that the T 3b -T 5 distributions offer the best signal for unambiguous snow-cloud detection of the four observations tested.
To estimate the relative merit of ch3a and ch3b within the context of the MODIS cloud mask, the Arctic scene was reprocessed through the University of Wisconsin Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies (UW/CIMSS) MODIS cloud-mask software, with the tests involving ch3a and ch3b turned off. The MODIS cloud mask uses the ch3a and ch3b information differently than in CLAVR-x. The MODIS mask does not use ch3a except for the snow-detection tests and uses the 3.9-11 µm difference for cloud detection. For clouddetection purposes, the behavior of 3.9 and 3.75 µm is nearly identical. In this run, the snow information was provided by the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) gridded fields, which are used as an ancillary data source for the MODIS snow product. Figure 7 shows the resulting MODIS cloud-mask image. The white pixels are those determined to be cloudy, and the black pixels are those determined to be clear. The gray pixels are called cloudy in the full mask but clear when ch3a and ch3b are not used. Because ch3a does not directly appear in a cloud-detection test, most of the missed cloud is due to the effect of missing ch3b. This certainly indicates that even a 36- Figure 6 . Distributions of several channel values used for cloudsnow detection for the clear-snow and cloudy pixels. The solid line is the distribution derived from snowy pixels, the dashed line is the cloudy distribution using the MODIS cloud mask, and the dotted line is the cloudy distribution using the CLAVR-x mask. Figure 7 . MODIS cloud mask produced using information from ch3a or ch3b. White pixels are cloudy, black pixels are clear, and gray pixels are those that misclassified without using ch3b tests. This cloud mask used the snow information from NSIDC. channel imager like MODIS relies significantly on the clouddetection capability of ch3b.
Separation of cloud from aerosol
In the experience gained through the CLAVR cloud mask and the cloud masks run by NOAA for sea surface temperature (SST) generation, ch3b has played a critical role in separating cloud from aerosol. The physical basis for this ability lies in the strong wavelength dependence of aerosol extinction relative to cloud extinction. Although aerosols can have a significant effect on the ch1 reflectance, most aerosols have a much smaller impact on ch3b. CLAVR used a 3% threshold applied to the ch3b reflectance over the ocean to signal the presence of cloud. Owing to the shorter wavelength of ch3a relative to ch3b, the relative decrease in aerosol reflectance with respect to ch1 will be less. This could potentially reduce the ability to separate aerosol and thin cloud in ch3a.
To explore the relative merits of ch3a and ch3b for separating cloud from aerosol, a scene from MODIS was analyzed that contained Saharan dust blowing out over the Atlantic Ocean. Saharan dust is known to consist of large particles and would therefore present less of a wavelength dependence on reflection than other types of aerosols (Smirnov et al., 1998) . Saharan dust therefore presents a worst-case scenario for separating cloud from aerosol but does represent a commonly occurring and sometimes persistent event.
Figures 8 and 9 show the ch1 and ch4 images, respectively, from this scene. The coast of Saharan Africa is discernible in the upper right-hand corner in Figure 8 , and the Cape Verde Islands are visible in top center portion of Figure 9 . This image was acquired on 6 September 2000. In Figure 8 , the aerosol can be seen as the area of elevated reflectance in the top half of the image. The vertical region of elevated reflectance is due to solar glint.
In an attempt to determine the ability of ch3a or ch3b to separate the cloud from the aerosol in this image, a subregion outlined in Figures 8 and 9 was studied. This region consists of the aerosol, smaller scale cumulus clouds, a minimal amount of cirrus, and no apparent sun glint. The CLAVR uniformity tests were then applied to the pixels, with ch1 less than this threshold to derive the clear pixels. Pixels with ch1 greater than this threshold were considered cloudy, and the remaining pixels were neglected in this analysis. Figure 10 shows the ch1 reflectance of this region, and Figure 11 shows the derived CLAVR-x cloud mask.
In a manner similar to the snow-cloud separation analysis in the previous section, an analysis of the ch3a and ch3b observations for this subregion is presented. Figure 12 shows the distribution of the ch3a and ch3b reflectances, the ratio of the ch3a and ch3b reflectances to the ch1 reflectance, and the T 3b -T 5 distributions. These quantities are shown because they should allow for separation of cloudy and aerosol-laden clear pixels and therefore represent the cloud-aerosol discrimination ability. In the legends in Figure 12 are shown the computed values of overlap of the cloudy and clear distribution as a percentage of the total cloudy distribution. As described earlier, the overlap was computed as the fraction of cloudy pixels to the total number of cloudy pixels that had a value greater than the lowest 1% and less than the highest 99% of the clear values. Based on the overlap computations from this subregion, the ch3a reflectance distribution offers the best separation between the clear and cloudy observations. The overlap of the ch3a reflectance distributions was <1%, and the overlap in ch3b reflectance distributions is 3%. The increase in overlap between the ch3b reflectance distributions relative to the ch3a reflectance distributions appears to be due to a relative reduction in difference between the cloudy and the clear sky ch3b reflectance distributions. The reduction in the cloud ch3b reflectances is likely due to the increase in cloud absorption in ch3b relative to ch3a. The computed overlap of the ch3b minus ch5 distribution is 2%, which is similar to the overlap in ch3a reflectance distributions. Of the two reflectance ratios, the ch3a/ch1 ratio performs much better than the ch3b/ch1 ratio. For this subregion, the ch3a reflectances offered the best separation, but the ch3b minus ch5 and the ch3b reflectance distributions offered only slightly worse performance. Figure 13 shows an analysis similar to that in Figure 12 except applied to the entire scene excluding any sun glint and land pixels. The bimodal nature of the clear distributions is due Distributions of ch3a and ch3b reflectance (R 3a and R 3b ) and reflectance ratios relative to ch1 (R 3a /R 1 and R 3b /R 1 ) and T 3b -T 5 for clear and cloudy pixels in the subregion of the Saharan dust scene.
to the presence of both Saharan dust and more aerosol-free clear pixels. For example, the clear ch3a distribution has a maximum in overlap at 2% and 4% and the ch3b distribution has a maximum at 1% and 3%. The maximum at 3% in the cloudy ch3b distribution may be due to the cirrus present in the lower part of the scene or a failing of the cloud mask outside of the subregion. The relative ordering of the overlap values in Figure 13 is the same as the order in Figure 12 . The reduction in the ch3a overlap values in Figure 13 is due to the inclusion of darker pixels with fewer aerosols in the clear distributions. The ch3b distribution also shifts toward darker values, but so also does the cloudy ch3b distribution. The net effect is an increase in the overlap. As in Figure 12 , the reflectance ratio distributions show more overlap than the reflectance distributions in Figure 13 . This is likely due to the presence of cirrus or other cloud species that depress these ratios and increase the overlap with the clear distributions. For this entire scene, the ch3a distribution still presents the least overlap between the cloud and clear distributions. Also, the ch3b minus ch5 continues to perform comparably but slightly worse than ch3a as a cloud-aerosol discriminator.
Detection of cloud in deserts
The last scenario for which the relative merits of ch3a and ch3b in cloud masking are investigated is the case of clouds over deserts. As in the case of a snowy surface, a desert surface reflects significantly differently in ch3a than in ch1, ch2, or ch3b. In ch3a, deserts are extremely bright, with reflectances capable of exceeding 60%. Deserts rarely exceed 40% in reflectance in ch1 and ch2, and the reflectance can be as large as 20% in ch3b. Only in the UV spectrum does the desert surface reflectance become dark enough to allow for reliable cloud detection using reflectance thresholds. Deserts therefore offer a challenge to AVHRR cloud masking due to the high and variable reflectances in ch3b, ch2, and ch1. The absence of vegetation removes the capability of using thresholds on the ch2/ch1 ratio for cloud detection. The variable surface temperatures of deserts also limit the utility of thermal thresholds. Lastly, some deserts exhibit a spectral variation in the ch4 and ch5 surface emissivity values, which can limit the use of ch4 minus ch5 tests. Therefore, any capability in cloud masking offered by ch3a or ch3b in deserts is useful. If ch3a offers a different cloud-masking capability than ch3b, climatologies of desert imager data from NOAA-14 AVHRR and earlier satellites may possess a discontinuity with NOAA-16 AVHRR/3 data. To explore the relative merits of ch3a and ch3b for cloud masking in desert regions, a scene from MODIS data is analyzed. Figure 14 shows a ch1 reflectance image of a West African scene with the Sahara Desert in the upper part and a significant amount of vegetated land in the lower part. The Atlantic Ocean is seen on the left. Figure 15 shows the ch4 image. This particular scene was chosen because it shows significant cloudiness over both the desert and the vegetated land. Figure 16 shows the image of the ch3a reflectance. Note that the clear desert ch3a reflectance exceeds 40% and the reflectance of the vegetation is around 24%. An image of the derived ch3b reflectance is shown in Figure 17 . The clear desert ch3b reflectance is around 20% and the clear vegetation reflectance is around 5%. In both of these images, the clouds are difficult to separate from the clear pixels. Evidently, the low cloud reflectance in ch3a and ch3b is due to the phases of the cloud tops being ice. Even the most reflective liquid-phase clouds are difficult to locate with ch3a because of the bright desert surface.
Owing to the strong reflectance by vegetation in ch2, the ch2/ch1 ratio has been successful in cloud masking over vegetated surfaces. In CLAVR, values below 1.1 were assumed to be cloudy. For example, Figure 18 shows the image of ch2/ch1 for this scene. Note that the clouds are clearly visible over the vegetated regions but are difficult to distinguish from surface features in the desert regions. Owing to this decrease in the ch2 surface reflectance over deserts relative to vegetated land, this test is not applied over deserts in CLAVR-x. The presence of high vegetation reflectance and high desert reflectance in ch3a introduces the possibility that a ch3a/ch1 test may be useful over deserts. Figure 19 shows an image of ch3a/ch1 for this scene. Unlike Figure 18 , the ch3a/ch1 ratio performs well as a cloud test in both the vegetated and desert regions. The reason this test works well over both regions is that ch3a/ch1 values for clear vegetated pixels and clear desert To quantitatively show the merits of these two channels in detecting cloud over deserts, an analysis similar to those done previously is performed on the clear and cloudy channel observations. In this analysis, the CLAVR-x cloud mask is used with the ch3a and ch3b tests turned off. The pixels over the ocean were excluded, and no mixed pixels were included in the analysis. Figure 20 shows the clear and cloudy distributions of ch3a, ch3/ch1, ch2/ch1, and ch3b minus ch5 for this scene. To isolate the desert regions of this scene, only pixels with latitudes greater than 15°were included. This latitude boundary approximately separates the vegetated from the desert regions of this scene. Since the previous results indicated that the ch3b reflectance did not perform well as a cloud mask over deserts, it was excluded. The ch2/ch1 distribution is included to serve as a relative measure of performance for the ch3a/ch1 capability. The overlap is computed as before, with the value indicating the percentage of cloudy pixels falling between the lowest 1% and the highest 99% of the clear distribution. The results show that the overlap between the clear and cloudy ch3a distributions is 100%. The overlap in the ch2/ch1 distribution is 40%. This overlap would be much less if the analysis was restricted to the vegetated portion of the scene. The least overlap results were obtained for the ch3a/ch1 and ch3b minus ch5 distributions. Both show an overlap of approximately 10%. The results indicate two conclusions. First, the ch3a/ch1 test can be useful over desert and nondesert land surfaces for cloud masking. Second, a test using ch3b minus ch5 has roughly the same cloud-masking capability as a ch3a/ch1 test. As a desert becomes more reflective, however, the overlap in ch3a/ch1 distributions will decrease while the overlap in ch3b minus ch5 distributions will increase. The need for a conservative threshold consistent with the CLAVR philosophy may cause the ch3a/ch1 to be a superior test over deserts. From this analysis, thresholds of 20 K on ch3b minus ch5 and 1.1 K on ch3a/ch1 seem to be conservative for cloud tests in desert regions.
Conclusions
The AVHRR has undergone a major change in its channel configuration. This paper attempted to address what impact this change would have on the cloud-masking capability of the AVHRR. Any changes to AVHRR need to be understood, since the AVHRR offers the longest and most consistent record of global imager data. The results of this study are summarized as follows:
(1) For the discrimination of snow from cloud, ch3b was found to be more useful than ch3a. The reason for this is that both channels offer a reflectance that is highly reduced in the presence of snow or ice. The ch3b minus ch5 brightness temperature difference (T 3b -T 5 ) exploits the nonlinear nature of the ch3b Planck function to clearly separate cloudy from clear snow pixels. The distribution of cloud and snow-ice reflectances for ch3a overlapped significantly more than the distributions of ch3b minus ch5 brightness temperature difference, indicating less utility in discriminating between the two.
(2) In separating cloud from aerosol over ocean, ch3a performed better than ch3b. This statement is limited to the case analyzed here of dust over an ocean surface. The overlap in ch3a clear and cloudy reflectance distributions was less than that of the ch3b reflectance distributions. However, the overlap in the ch3b reflectance and ch3b minus ch5 brightness temperature differences was also small. Looking at the entire scene, the overlap in ch3b reflectance distributions increased but the ch3a and the ch3b minus ch5 distributions remained small. The conclusion from the analysis is that ch3a does provide superior cloud-aerosol separation, but the gains beyond the capability offered by ch3b are minimal, at least from this scene.
(3) For cloud masking over desert regions, ch3a was found to offer a unique ability to separate cloud from desert using the ratio of ch3a to ch1. This ability should lead to accurate cloud determination from AVHRR over deserts when ch3a is on. Based on an analysis of the overlap in clear and cloudy observations, this ratio provided cloudmasking performance comparable to that of the ch3b minus ch5 observations.
In summary, these analyses demonstrated the switch from ch3b to ch3a can significantly impact the cloud-masking capability of the AVHRR. Although the three case studies presented here do not constitute a rigorous or definitive study of these impacts, they do illustrate some commonly occurring scenarios where this channel change is most likely to impact the cloud-masking performance. Given the sensitivity of many key AVHRR climate records to the cloud-masking performance and that NOAA continues to switch between these channels on its current satellites, further study of this effect is warranted.
